counsellor
cause to sleep
business
rejoicing, delighted
advance, increase
search, guest
wish, desire

bird, "kill two birds with one stone"
show him/herself in defiance (or defiance, show desire for)
(from young - behave like pride/arrogant?)
application, supervision, vigilance
laziness, deficiency, scarcity
spying, search
suddenly, unexpectedly: accidentally
head - broken: side at head

saw, saw, weeping
be on the back (of): obtain clue (of)
watch, watching
fissile, fissure, flounder; guiver
investigate, inquire: verify
spy, get at the secret (of)

message
life
17. Stanton_love smooth to the touch, enticing.

1.7. heart, whose

jedwiy : nudity
be joined, attached : come to hand : (copulate)
name, mantine
shortcoming, fault : crime : blame
Russian, present : be attached to, be a lover of
blow away : afflout, format-
be rooted/dug up
move, stir, be dislocated
light right : moonlight
precious stone in serpents' heads (cf. notes)
safety : untouched, intact
way, manner
caution, care, attention
pupil of the eye

1.7. gilded, cup, glass, bowl

discreet judgment (reading his for his = without domination)
halo-coloured : red
O'shan, glider: O sport not

Nishkado - city in Pakistan, where the inputs - anguish
made the warm seem to come up to the pit (winter)
lodging, dwelling - place : a measure of the more
suitably, seasonably : in the shade of time
of Alexander's like nature
according to
disappear, get out of the way: hide, be hidden
hope
despair
brand, burden
convalesce, recover
like
lustre, brightness, beauty
king (??)
cowardly, negligent, ineffective
braid, braid the hair
lazy, lazy, languid
rash, moment
math: singing
laughter
mired, wet
free, plant, drink
bramble, scrub
mirror: looking glass
weak
math: butterfly
(copper coin = 2pice
reason to Finch
fatigue, weariness
crowd, tiring
aside: out of the way